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Smartsheet + Google

Work in Context: Stop switching between apps with Smartsheet and G Suite integrations. 
Attach files from Google Drive, and keep information from Gmail and Hangouts Chat in the 
context of your team’s collaborative work

Break Down Barriers: Combine Smartsheet with the G Suite productivity tools you 
use everyday for a seamless experience. Reduce barriers to productivity through real-time, 
contextual communications, insight and visibility into work, and secure movement of data.

Increase Your ROI: Get more value from your apps when they work together. By connecting 
Smartsheet to G Suite apps with easy point and click integrations, each becomes more powerful 
and useful to your teams than they are on their own.

Smartsheet is the best way to plan, capture, manage, automate, and report on work, enabling 
teams to move from idea to impact — fast. With over 15 secure integrations, and hassle-free 
single sign-on, you can manage all of your work easily with Smartsheet and Google.

“We saw [G Suite] as an opportunity to improve efficiency and collaboration across teams. The two 
[Smartsheet and Google] work in tandem very well and together were exactly what we needed to 
achieve our digital transformation.”
Melissa Pateritsas, Manager, Information Technology Project Management, Shaw Industries
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Powerful Integrations with 
Familiar G Suite Tools

Stay on top of Key Dates: Automatically sync project dates to Google Calendar 
from Smartsheet, or overlay a Google Calendar in Smartsheet.

Combine Work and Chat to Get More Done: Accelerate work by receiving and 
replying to Smartsheet notifications about alerts, requests and reminders in real time 
without leaving Hangouts Chat.

Easily Collaborate Using Google Drive: Work together easily by attaching Google 
Drive documents, sheets, and slides directly to specific projects or tasks in Smartsheet.

Secure Access Anytime: Sign in to Smartsheet with Google single sign-on (SSO) to 
provide easy, secure access from anywhere, on any device.

Take Action on the Go: With the Smartsheet Android app, you can access your 
work and stay connected to your team no matter where you are.

Work in Context With Gmail: Create or edit rows in Smartsheet without leaving 
your Gmail inbox.

For more information about the value of Smartsheet and Google, visit smartsheet.com/google.
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